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ABSTRACT 
Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) ink-jet printing has been actively researched as a means of 
refining ink-jet printing. Currently, most of the research on this topic has centralized on the 
development of the printing process and optimization, while few studies have focused on the 
relationships between printing materials properties and printed patterns performance.  
In this study, silver and tungsten-based particle-solvent dispersed inks were formulated 
capable of EHD printing. Several formulations were made to explore key variances in their 
performance. More generally, a methodology was developed to characterized and evaluate ink 
printability using materials properties. It identified a critical relationship between the formulation 
and fluid properties, which affects the printing results and functional performance. Also, particle 
size was studied and it was shown that it can drastically impact droplet image behaviors. In order 
to capture and analyze these phenomena, machine vision was utilized, assisting capture high-
speed images to characterize droplet shape and timely response.  
In the silver-based ink formulation study, our data reveals that under identical printing 
conditions, the size of the printed features is a function of ink fluid viscosity, surface tension, and 
dielectric constant. Within the same formulation, the size of the printed features is a function of 
amplitude, frequency, and duty ratio of the alternating current (AC) square wave voltage signal. 
In our tungsten ink study, the droplet impact behaviors on glass substrates, including impact 
reaction time, droplet height, diameter, and dynamic contact angle, are functions of particle size 
of tungsten nanoparticle used in the ink formulation.  
With the discovery of relationships at hand, optimal formulations were proposed for inks 
used in the EHD printing regarding printing resolution and stabilization. The x-ray shielding 
efficiency was also evaluated on the differences between bulk tungsten and nanoparticle ink 
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multilayer printed tungsten. Data suggested that with the increase of the numbers of layers 
printed, the shielding efficiency increases indicating an improved, denser nanoparticle packing 
condition. Finally, future research directions were proposed, including further improving printing 
resolution, improved nanoparticle packing density and 3D printability. 
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CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION  
Ink-jet Printing Development  
Ink-jet printing is one of the most useful technologies modern industry uses for fast 
prototyping and small-batch production processes. Without the restriction of using a template, 
ink-jet printing can reduce processing costs and print time. (Park et al. 2014; Worsley et al. 
2019) There are two development directions for ink-jet printing:  ink droplet generation control 
and ink fluid characteristics optimization and formulation.  
The first droplet generation method is continuous ink-jet (CIJ) printing. (Cahill, n.d.) The 
printing mechanism generates traffic continuously by hydraulically pressurizing ink reservoir to 
eject ink fluid out through a small nozzle, which controls the droplet dimension significantly 
shown in Fig.1. (Derby 2015) When the droplets are not needed to deposit to the printing 
substrate, a deflection voltage is applied to collect ink droplets and return to the ink supply 
reservoir for recycling. (Li, Rossignol, and Macdonald 2015) Rejection speed of the droplets can 
reach up to 20 meters per second, which permits long distance between the printing substrates 
and the nozzle. (Khanna 2019) Another advantage of continuous ink-jet printing is that the 
Figure 1. Continuous ink-jet printing. 
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droplet ejection frequency is very high; this would increase the printing speed. (Keeling 1981) 
Since the nozzle is constantly wetted by new ink fluid, there is less chance the nozzle is clogged. 
This allows the ink formulation in continuous ink-jet printing to contain volatile solvents, which 
can provide high drying speed and superior adhesion without the post-printing process. (Tyler 
2005) However, the recycled ink droplet may have a solvent loss problem during the flight 
period from the ejection of the nozzle to the collecting gutter. In order to ensure the printing 
quality, the recycled ink requires solvent supplement and viscosity monitoring and adjustment to 
be used in the printing process. (Blazdell and Evans 2000) In order to eliminate the complexity 
of the recycling mechanism, a new method called drop-on-demand (DOD) is developed to tackle 
the problem.  
By definition, DOD ink-jet printing is a process that generates droplets only when it is 
needed. (Van Osch et al. 2008) This method eliminates the droplet recycle mechanism to reduce 
the complexity of the printing head, which leads to cheap cost and reliable performance. 
Commercially, there are two significant categories of drop on demand ink-jet printing based on 
Figure 2. Schematic of thermal DOD and piezo DOD. 
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the droplet generation method, thermal and piezoelectric DOD shown in Fig. 2. (Borchers et al. 
2011) (Derby 2015) 
The thermal DOD method uses thermally induced gas bubbles to push ink fluid out of the 
nozzle. (Rahman et al. 2013)  A heating filament connected to the controller is embedded in the 
printing head. When it demanded, the heating filament heats the ink to vaporize small portions of 
the ink. This allows a controllable amount of ink to be ejected out of the nozzle, forming droplet 
deposition on the printing substrate. The filament would not heat up ink liquid to eject droplets 
when the signal does not depsoit droplet. (J. D. Lee et al. 1999) With a relatively simple 
mechanism, the printing head is easy to manufacture, which gives a large profit margin for 
manufacturers as well as low prices for customers. (J. D. Lee et al. 1999) The water-based ink 
formulation used thermal DOD printing requires volatile chemicals, ensuring gas generation. 
(Kettle, Lamminmäki, and Gane 2010) This, on one side, provides better adhesion like 
continuous ink-jet printing, but it may clog the printing head while not used for an extended 
period of time. Most thermal DOD printing cartridges are developed and manufactured by HP 
and Canon, which Hewlett, Packard, and Ichiro Endo, one of the Canon engineering designed 
and improved thermal DOD methods in the early stages of this technology development. (Pan 
1998) 
Piezoelectric DOD printing heads mostly manufactured by Epson and Brother Industries, 
requires piezoelectric materials to deform to pressurize ink chamber to eject ink liquid out of the 
printing nozzle. (Wijshoff 2010) When it demanded, the piezoelectric materials embedded in the 
printing head were stimulated by the electric signal, which therefore deforms and pressurizes the 
chamber. Compare to thermal DOD, and piezoelectric DOD does not require bubble generation, 
which volatile chemical is not necessarily used in the piezoelectric DOD ink formulation. 
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(Wijshoff 2008) This reduces the possibility of printing head clogging and improves the stability 
of the printing performance and reliability of a long period of time. With these advantages, 
piezoelectric DOD printing often is used in industrial settings. (Wijshoff 2008) The cost of 
piezoelectric materials in each printing head dominates the overall price of the printing head 
production, in which the price of the piezoelectric DOD printers is not welcomed by personal 
printer customers. (Seto et al. 2009) 
Both DOD methods use pressure only to generate ink droplets, also known as hydraulic 
driven droplet generation. When the droplet forms, the new surfaces formed between droplet and 
ink mainstream requiring energy to surcharge surface tension energy. Hydraulic energy is the 
only energy intake of the system. The necessary volume displacement of sufficient hydraulic 
energy delivery increases exponentially when the nozzle size reduces linearly. It limits the 
minimum volume of the droplet the method can produce based on the surface tension of the 
formulated ink liquid. The limitations of hydraulic-driven droplet generation limit the minimum 
size of the droplet because it limited by the nozzle size. (Bokor 2007) For thermal DOD, the 
nozzle size was limited by the consideration of clogging prevention for thermal DOD, the size of 
the piezoelectric materials used in piezoelectric DOD prevents nozzle size reduction. For most of 
thermal DOD ink formulation, compared to a volatile solvent, the presence of the water increases 
the overall liquid surface energy. Surfactants were used to facilitate the surface tension 
reduction. However, the presence of the surfactant introduces bubbles in ink, which may cause 
inconsistency in the printing performance. (Young et al. 2009) On the other hand, piezoelectric 
DOD ink formulation requires relatively low viscosity reducing the force required to eject the 
liquid. It limits the pigment solid content level. The pigment is the key ingredient of the ink 
formulation. It provides color, opacity, and function for the printing application. (Zhou et al. 
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2003) Current commercial ink used in the ink-jet printer contains 1 to 4 weight percent of the 
pigment. (Hoeng et al. 2017) It may be accepted by color printing. However, the solid content 
level is not enough for metallic particle printing.  Most metallic particle ink formulation requires 
at least 10 to 15 weight percent of pigment in the formulation to achieve desired mechanical, and 
most importantly, electric performance. (C.-L. Lee, Chang, and Syu 2011) With the development 
of electronics manufacturing, the scale reduction of the circuit board requires thinner wires 
printed on the circuit, which requires increases in the printing resolution. To further reduce the 
droplet size of the ink-jet printing, additional energy needed to be introduced and dominant the 
energy surcharge towards the surface tension energy, the size of the droplet can be further 
reduced. 
EHD Printing  
Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) printing technique is a micro/nano additive manufacturing 
technique which has advantages of the micro-level resolution, direction writing characteristic, 
and flexibility. (C.-H. Chen, Saville, and Aksay 2006b; 2006a; Czaplewski et al. 2003) EHD ink-
jet printing provides stable and precise control for the additive manufacturing process. (Han and 
Dong 2018a) It can provide print precision as small as 10 microns and layer thickness as low as 
several hundred nanometres. (Wei et al. 2014b) Thus, metallic ink has been used in the 
fabrication of electronics by EHD ink-jet printing without the requirement of a precise mask 
compared with the lithography technique. (Korkut, Saville, and Aksay 2008b) However, there 
are limited functional metallic inks suitable for EHD ink-jet printing because of their high 
viscosity. The most widely used material for EHD ink-jet printing is silver nano ink. For 
example, our group has fabricated a capacitive touch sensor on a flexible substrate using silver 
nano ink. (Qin et al. 2017) The silver nano ink material has excellent conductivity 
characteristics, which enables its application in the electronic manufacturing industry. (Qin, 
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Dong, and Lee 2017) New ink material was developed based on its application, and tungsten ink 
was developed to fabricate micro-structure to shield radiation and protect key circuit board in the 
space. (Lyu et al. 2019) 
In the solvent-based (pigment and carry fluid are two different substance) ink 
formulations industry, two types of formulations are the most common practice: water-based 
solvent system and organic-based solvent-based system. (Jeong et al. 2011; Fang et al. 2014) In 
both systems, the formulations consist of four components: pigment, binders, solvents, and 
additives. Pigments provide color and optical properties; binders are providing stable dispersion 
for the pigment particles in either water or organic solvent, which also controls the viscosity of 
the final products. Additives are sometimes needed for better stabilization and thermal 
degradation resistance, acceleration of solvent evaporation, surface texture, and other desired 
physical properties. (Bügler, Buchner, and Dallmayer 2005) 
Commercially, there are vast kinds of metallic pigment, ink, paint, coating available 
based on micron-size metal powders but not nanoparticles. They are not suitable for the high 
precision printing process because most of the metallic nanoparticles are designed for sintering 
processes (Niittynen et al. 2015; Grouchko, Kamyshny, and Magdassi 2009) or biomedical 
applications. (Ghosh et al. 2015a; Sahoo et al. 2009) These formulations either do not require 
aqueous dispersion (sintering application) or dispersion in the aqueous solution at a very low 
concentration (0.1%). Neither of these developments can provide a solution for metallic 
nanoparticles stably dispersed in the aqueous at a high concentration (50%)(Prasetyo et al. 2013) 
required by EHD printing. EHD printing also requires appropriate ink viscosity to provide 
capillary force for the print needle head to hold ink while not requiring printing, and this must be 
accounted for in ink formulation. (Korkut, Saville, and Aksay 2008a) 
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Fluid Dynamics Impacts Printing Performance 
There are several materials properties that impact the ink-jet printing process. Previously 
the ink liquid’s viscosity, density, and surface tension impacts were evaluated to describe 
printing ability along with printing conditions such as nozzle diameter and liquid linear velocity. 
Different numbers were named to correlate those parameters to categories the printing behavior 
such as Weber number, Reynolds number, and Ohnesorge number. (Derby 2010) Reynold 
number, by definition, uses kinetic and viscous force to describe fluid behaviors when flows in a 
defined environment. While the Reynolds number is less than 2100, it classified as laminar flow 
where every particle can flow along one smooth path while turbulent flow characterizing chaotic 
and rough movement. When the number reached 4000, the flow behaves chaotically, and it 
called turbulent flow. (Achenbach 1972) Weber number correlates surface tension and kinetic 
force to describe flow behavior when a two-phase flow appears. This is important for ink-jet 
printing because the process of droplet generation is a result of ink fluid and surrounding flow 
together.  
X-ray Shielding and Material Attenuation  
Within the past decade, printed electronics are populated in many manufacturing 
sectors(Lyu et al. 2019; Hyun et al. 2015; Lau et al. 2013; P. Chen et al. 2011; Cao et al. 2014). 
With Moore’s law predicting the numbers of electronic components on circuit chips may double 
per year (Moore 2009), countless of transistors can be integrated into chips nowadays. With 
high-resolution x-ray imaging, the majority of micron size chip structure can be imaged. In 
another aspect, with increasing applications involving x-ray, chips working under high x-ray 
exposure also need shielding. Traditionally, lead, or lead-based alloys are the best solution until 
they were banned for health issues. Bulk bismuth and tungsten also provide great shielding 
efficiency with the disadvantage of cost, weight, and processing capability. Thus, a high-
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resolution x-ray shielding solution is necessary to develop protecting the chips from reverse 
engineering with cost and mass effective approach.  
Tungsten nanoparticle was chosen as a pigment because of its high electron density, 
which provides an enhanced x-ray shielding effect. Compared to gold (electron density: 4.66E21 
per cc), lead (electron density: 3.18E21 per cc), or silver (electron density: 2.75E21 per cc), 
tungsten possesses a much higher electron density at 4.67E21 per cc, which even superior to 
gold. Advantageous in price, tungsten can provide enough x-ray shielding effects with a thin 
layer of materials compared to gold or silver. (Chang et al. 2015)(J. H. Hubbell+ and S. M. 
Seltzer 2004) However, there are two challenges in using tungsten for EHD printing: tungsten 
nanoparticle synthesis and stabilization of tungsten nanoparticle-based ink with workable 
viscosity for EHD printing. With the wet chemistry approach, tungsten nanoparticle can be 
synthesized by reducing tungsten oxides. (Sahoo et al. 2009; Schöttle et al. 2014; L. Xiong and 
He 2006; Ghosh et al. 2015b) However, the oil-based dispersion system efficacy of stability 
strongly correlated with the combination of the size of the metallic particles and the molecular 
weight of the solvent, which reduces the capacity to modify viscosity if metallic particle size 
were large and the concentration is high. Volatile fast evaporated solvents are also unfitting for 
this situation due to the coffee ring effects compromising the printing quality. TGME, on the 
other hand, has compatibility with many polymers as well as the veneration profile is suitable for 
this application. Compare to ethanol and toluene, TGME has high vapor pressure and high 
ignition point, which make TGME based system less volatile and free from coffee-ring effects. 
However, it requires a delicate synthesis control with low productivity. With microwave plasma 
reduction, the production can provide large quantities, and yet, wide size distribution. (Chau, 
Yang, and Shih 2014) 
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Thesis Organization 
This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction of ink-jet 
printing, x-ray mass attenuation, and thesis structure. Chapter 2 detailed the described ink 
formulation process. Chapter 3 contains the materials and process characterization experimental 
approach and results. Chapter 4 dedicates to evaluate the printing performance as well as x-ray 
shielding effectiveness improvement. Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis work, the contributions, 
potential challenges, and future works for ink synthesis used in the EHD printing.  
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CHAPTER 2.    FORMULATION 
Silver Particle Formulation 
PAA Coated Silver Synthesis  
Poly (acrylic acid) (PAA) water solutions (Mw. 5kDa, 50% w/w and Mw. 50 kDa, 25% 
w/w) were purchased from Polyscience, Inc., (Warrington, PA). Silver nitrate and 
diethanolamine (DEA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Ethanol and 
ethylene glycol were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH). All chemicals are used as 
received unless specified. All water used in this project was deionized (DI) water. 
Silver nanoparticles were synthesized based on the protocol reported previously with 
modifications. (Ahn et al. 2009) In brief, 40 mg of PAA (Mw. 5kDa, 50% w/w in water), 20 mg 
of PAA (Mw. 50kDa, 25% w/w in water), and 1 mL of DI water were mixed in a 10-mL glass 
vial by magnetic stir at 1000 round per minute (RPM), room temperature, for 2 hr. 800 mg of 
silver nitrate (50% w/w) water solution was added while spinning in the droplet fashion. The 
reaction lasted for 24 hours at 1000 RPM stir terminated by adding 4.8 mL of ethanol in the 
droplet fashion during a 30 sec time after stop spinning.  
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Solvents  
In the commercial ink formulation, triethylene glycol monomethyl ether (TGME) was 
chosen to be the organic solvent-based on its excellent solubility with most hydrophilic liquid 
and high evaporation rate. However, with the alcohol group attached in the end, TGME is not 
suitable for PAA coated silver since PAA cannot disperse uniformly in the alcohol group reached 
environment shown in Fig.3 right. (Ahn et al. 2009) Alternation needed to accommodate the 
compatibility of PAA coating. Since this formulated ink would be used in EHD printing, a high 
boiling point solvent shall be chosen to prevent solvent evaporation at the tip of the printing 
nozzle, therefore, reduce the possibility of nozzle clogging. DMSO was chosen because of the 
high boiling point and lack of alcohol groups. DMSO is also a low viscosity fluid, which reduces 
the impact of the viscosity of the final formulation shown in Fig.3 on the left. 
Surfactant and Surface Tension Evaluation  
Surface tension is one of the vital impact factors that influence the process of droplet 
generation and droplet impacts on substrates during ink-jet printing. In order to study the impacts 
Figure 3. Optical images of PAA coated silver particles dispersed in 
DMSO (left) and TGME (right) 
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of surface tension, different formulations were designed to vary the surface tension while 
keeping other parameters relatively constant (change less than 10%). 
Different types of surfactants have been investigated, such as negatively charged and 
non-charge surfactants. Negatively charged surfactants are not considered because it can induce 
particle aggregation and precipitation. SDS is one of the widely used negatively charged 
surfactants in the nanoparticle dispersion application. (Oh et al. 2009) However, it increases ion 
concentration large enough to induce particle aggregation. Triton-X surfactants were chosen for 
the following two reasons: they do not associate with charges eliminating the possibility of ion-
induced particle aggregation, different Triton-X number products have different length of glycol 
chain (Machado et al. 2020) which varies the HLB value providing a wide range of surface 
tension reduction capabilities.   
The concentration of the Triton-X was set at 0.01 mol per liter, which is the minimum 
concertation required to activate nanoparticle surface modification. A higher concentration of 
surfactant leads to the emulsion, which induces bubble formation. Triton-X 405, Triton-X 45, 
and their 1:1 mixture were chosen to provide a significant difference in surface tension reduction 
for three surface tension modification control samples (S1, S2, and S3). Surface tension was 
measured by the droplet pendant method. (Hansen and Rødsrud 1991)  
Three independent droplets were taking into the measurement process when the last five 
images before the droplet breaks. The images were acquired by a charge-coupled device (CCD) 
camera with a frame of 100 frames per second (FPS). 
Viscosity Modifier and Viscosity Measurement 
Ethylene glycol (EG) and glycerol (GLY) are the most commonly used for viscosity 
modification in the hydrophilic ink formulation application. (Siongco, Leron, and Li 2013) Since 
the PAA coated silver is not compatible with the hydroxy group (-OH group), it limits the 
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amount of addition of the modifier. Compared to EG, GLY is more viscous per unit -OH group. 
EG has two -OH group with 16.1 mPa*s viscosity, with only one more -OH group per molecule, 
GLY has a viscosity of 1412 mPa*s. EG was not considered.  
Viscosity measurements were carried out using an AR2000 rheometer (TA Instruments, 
New Castle, DE). Considering typical EHD printing shear rate at droplet generation and droplet 
impact exceed 10^ 4 per second. (Guo et al. n.d.) The measurement was carried at 2000 per 
second shear rate with a 40 mm diameter 4-degree cone and plate geometry flow ramp. 
Considering the fact that all ink formulations are shear-thinning liquids, a shear rate higher than 
2000 per second may cause ink splash when spinning, therefore less accurate measurement. 
Therefore, no tests were performed above 2000 per second flow rate. Considering that the ink is 
not water-free, the solvent trap was used during the measurement to prevent solvent evaporation. 
Each formulation was tested with three different samples with gap size set as consistent at 150 
μm. 200 μL of ink liquid was used for loading each sample at 200 μm gap size, and excess was 
trimmed off when the gap size lowered down to testing condition to ensure full coverage of the 
gap between cone and plate across all three parallel sample measurements.  
Dielectric Constant Modification and Its Measurement 
Dielectric constant, also known as relative permittivity, is needed to be evaluated because 
the process involves an electric field. Since the dielectric constant is proportional to the electric 
force of the droplet, when traveling through electric potential, an increase of dielectric constant 
would proportionally increase electric force. With the nature of nanoparticle fluid, the increase of 
particle concentration increases the particle-liquid surface area two-fold, which increases the 
space to store charge significantly, meaning increase the dielectric constant significantly. Particle 
concentration variation was chosen to control the dielectric constant because of the reason 
mentioned above.  
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The dielectric constant was measured using an in-lab made coaxial probe. (Marsland and 
Evans 1987). Capacitance was measured by Agilent 4263B LCR meter (Keysight Technologies, 
Santa Rosa, CA) at 1000 Hz at 1000 mV potential level. Each ink formulation was tested five 
times, with five 100 ul samples. Capacitance was read 30 seconds after the probe was fully 
submerged into the sample liquid. 18.2 million ohm-cm DI water was used as a reference for 
probe residue capacitance calibration and capacitance-dielectric constant conversion calculation. 
The Silver Ink Formulation Process 
Silver ink was prepared by first centrifuging synthesized silver nanoparticles at 9000 
RPM for 20 min. Additionally, 10 mL of ethanol was added, followed by vortex and water bath 
sonication. After centrifugation at 14000 RPM for 1 minute a colorless supernatant was decanted 
and air-dried. Precipitation was weighed. Resuspension in DMSO at 50% solid level would keep 
particles dispersed as a means of avoiding aggregation as well as giving enough space for 
properties modification.  
For a typical formulation, the silver content level was kept constant at 30% unless stated 
otherwise. The desired amount of Triton-x surfactant and glycerol were added to modify surface 
tension and viscosity, respectively. Silver content levels were varied from 30 to 35 % (by 
weight) only when the dielectric constant of fluid needed to be modified. The final formulation 
was vortexed, sonicated under ambient temperature overnight to ensure homogeneity, and kept in 
sealed plastic vial avoid light at room temperature. 
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Tungsten Particle Formulation  
Particle Size Classification 
An SEM image of tungsten nanoparticle was purchased from US Research Nanomaterials 
(Houston, TX) showed particle size distribution is large. Prior to ink formulation, the 
classification of particle size is necessary.  
Based on the Patent CN105233968, ethanol (Eth)(1-OH), ethylene glycol (EG)(2-OH), 
and glycerol (GLY)(3-OH) were chosen to be the dispersant because of the high affinity between 
metallic particle and OH group based on the hydrogen bonding. In order to fully suspend all 
sizes of tungsten particle purchased, the mixture of EG and GLY were chosen based on high 
intrinsic viscosities EG(16.1 mPa*s) and GLY (1420 mPa*s). With the Grungerg-Missan model, 
the mixture of the liquid dispersant can be estimated by the following equation (2.2.1): the 
natural log of the viscosity mixture is the molar weighted sum of the natural log of each 
component.  
1
ln ln
N
mix i i
i
xη η
=
=∑  (2.2.1) 
Figure 4. SEM images of ccommercial tungsten purchased from US 
research Nanomaterials. 
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Based on the model mentioned above, a series of mixtures with EG and GLY were used 
to suspend the tungsten particle. The viscosity of the mixture was estimated based on the 
Grungerg-Missan model shown in Fig. 5.  
DLS was used to detect the suspend particle size in the supernatant after 1000 RPM 
centrifugation for 30 minutes. As shown in Fig. 6, the fluid viscosity at 11.1 mPa*s is considered 
the optimal condition because it reaches the maximum particle size (mean value). If necessary, 
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Figure 6. Tungsten particle size in supernatant after 1000 rpm-30 min. 
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48 and 72 mPa*s mixture fluid can be used since the narrower size distribution (small standard 
deviation). 
In order to find the optimal time period form centrifugation, control experiments were 
performed centrifuging from 10 to 60 minutes at 1000 RPM. With time spanning from 10 
minutes to 50 minutes, there are no significant differences. The particle peak started to decrease 
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Figure 7. Tungsten particle size in supernatant after 1000 RPM. 
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Figure 8. Tungsten particle size in supernatant after 10 min. 
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notably when centrifugation time exceeds 60 minutes, which indicates that excess centrifugation 
leads to additional layers of particle settled into the precipitate.  
In order to find the optimal centrifugation speed, a controlled 10 minutes of 
centrifugation time ranging in speed from 1000 to 8000 RPM centrifugation was performed. This 
technique was used to evaluate the particle size distribution in the supernatant using DLS. There 
is no significant difference from 1000 to 8000 RPM of centrifugation for 10 minutes. Further 
increase in centrifugation speed may cause permanent particle aggregation in the precipitate, 
which is not acceptable for the particle size separation purpose.  
 
The final tungsten particle centrifugation protocol was reported previously. (Lyu et al. 
2019) Three classifications of particle size can be made; they are small size particles (average 
diameter of 140nm), medium size particles (average diameter of 276nm), and large size particles 
(average diameter of 1517nm).  
Because of its excellent compatibility with hydrophilic liquid and high evaporation rate, 
triethylene glycol monomethyl ether (TGME) was selected to be the solvent in this formulation. 
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was picked as the surfactant, stabilizer, and adhesive additive in this 
Figure 9. SEM images for classified large (left), medium (middle), and small(right) 
sized tungsten particle. 
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ink formulation based on widely reported industrial applications. (Tung et al. 2012; Y. Xiong et 
al. 2006; Chien Dang et al. 2015; Howe et al. 2013; Romih et al. 2016)  
After formulation, dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to quantitive evaluate the 
aggregation of the ink formulation for shelf life evaluation shown in Fig. 10. The inks were 
vortexed before DLS evaluation. In 11 days of time span, there is no significant difference in 
particle size and particle charge detected by zeta sizer, indicating that the ink shelf life is at least 
11 days.  
Polymeric Dispersant  
PVP with higher molecular weights have higher viscosity. For EHD printing, a relatively 
low-level viscosity is required compared to screen printing. Therefore, low molecular weight 
PVP was preferred when printing resolution is significantly important to the application. (Chien 
Dang, Dung Dang, and Fribourg-Blanc 2015) However, low stability of low molecular weight 
PVP formulated ink requires another additive to correct this issue. (Jang et al. 2016; Khondoker, 
Mun, and Kim 2013) High viscosity fluid commonly has the properties of long stability; 
therefore, longer shelf life (Omastová et al. 2014; Khondoker, Mun, and Kim 2013). For ink 
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Figure 10. Silver particle size distribution and zeta charge over time. (w. w/o. sonication before 
testing). 
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fabrication, small and large molecular weight PVP were both added to stabilize the ink fluid 
properties.  
The concentration of PVP addition impacted the viscosity of the formulation 
significantly. PVP content level was optimized at 2 % w/w to provide sufficient surface coating 
and stabilization. In order to consistently disperse all three sized tungsten particles, the two 
molecular weights of PVP have been used to facilitate the dispersion. (Lyu et al. 2019) In order 
to keep the viscosity of working solution at the same level for different inks, the same working 
solution was used in the formulation of all three inks with different particle sizes. 
For the preparation of the working solution, 100 mg of PVP 55K, 100 mg of PVP360K, 
and 4.8 g of TGME were mixed with the assistance of vertex and sonication. In a typical ink 
formulation process, 500 mg of size classified tungsten particle was mixed with 500 mg of the 
pre-mixed working solution with the assistance of vortex and sonication. 
Three sized tungsten inks were formulated as previously reported. (Lyu et al. 2019) 
Briefly, 50 parts of size classified tungsten particle mixed with working solution containing 1 
part (by weight) of PVP 55K, 1 part of PVP360K, and 48 parts of TGME were mixed with the 
assistance of vortex and sonication. 
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CHAPTER 3.    CHARACTERIZATION 
Materials properties are important to printing performance for ink formulation used in 
both traditional in-jet printing and EHD printing. Namely, the most important factors are droplet 
force and energy transfer into the droplet by the system (hydraulic only for traditional, hydraulic, 
and electric for EHD printing). In the previous chapter, there are three methods to change three 
material’s intrinsic properties for formulated inks majorly: surface tension by adding a 
surfactant, viscosity by adding glycerol, dielectric constant by silver particle solid content level. 
In this chapter, the relationships were quantitatively evaluated between the properties’ variations 
and the formulation alternation. In the end, the final formulations were introduced used to carry 
our EHD printing experiment.   
Silver Ink Characterization 
Surface Tension  
Triton-X series products have different surface tension modification capabilities with 
various of the X number. Triton-X 45, 100, 102, 114, 165, and 405 were used in the materials 
screening process. As shown in Fig. 11, the X number is linearly (R^2 0.914) associated with 
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Figure 11. Triton-X Properties regarding HLB value. 
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surface tension at 1% loading with the solvent of water according to the materials data sheet 
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The data sheets also suggest that Triton-X 100, 102, and 
114 can be used as an emulsifier and humectant; different Triton-X products can be mixed at any 
given ratio without incompatibility. The hydrophile-lipophile balance (HLB) value of the 
mixture can be calculated by the molar ratio average of the Triton-X components. It also points 
out that HLB number less than l0 has a hydrophobic affinity, while HLB larger than 10 is 
hydrophilic.  Even Triton-X 45 has an HLB value of 9.8 (close to 10), with less amount (0.01 
mol/L) and presents of toluene; it can still be used in this application.  
With 0.01 mol/L level of Triton-X 100, 102, 114 (HLB value: 13.4, 14.4, 12.3 
respectively), the surface tension only varies from 29.89±0.21 to 33.71±0.53 to 28.10±0.38 
mN/m, while the dielectric constant change from 4459±62 to 4462±71, to 5016±58, and 
viscosity changed from 2.02±0.01 to 2.10±0.00, to 1.97±0.00 mPa*s respectively. The dielectric 
constant changes were larger than 10%, which indicates the surface tension changes are not 
sufficient to keep other properties constant (change less than 10%). With large HLB value, it also 
created a more than 10% change in viscosity, which suggested that the viscosity modification is 
also needed for surface tension modification formulation set (S1, S2, and S3) as shown in Fig. 
12.  
Figure 12. One factor surface tension modification. 
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Since Triton-X 45 and 405 are on the two ends of the line in Fig.11, it can produce large 
enough surface tension reduction under the same loading level (0.01 mol/L) compared to Triton-
X 100, 102, and 114. The final S1, S2, and S3 contains 0.01 mol/L of Triton-X 45, Triton-X 45: 
Triton-X 405 =1:1 (molar ratio), and Triton-X 405, respectively. Since the Triton-X with small 
HLB value reduced viscosity significantly, addition 2% and 1% of glycerol were added into S1 
and S2 formulation to compensate for the viscosity reduction. Surprisingly, after both surfactant 
and glycerol addition, dielectric constant varies less than 1% of the average of the three samples. 
This indicates it was not necessary to modify the silver content level to reduce the variation of 
the dielectric constant of three surface tension control formulations (S1, S2, and S3). The final 
formulation is shown in Table 1.  
Table 1. Ink formulation for surface tension modification (all in μL) 
Ink Ag 50% in DMSO 10% Triton-X DI-water GLY DMSO Total 
S1 250 16.8 62.5 8.3 78.4 416 
S2 250 48 31.3 4.2 82.6 416 
S3 250 79.3 0 0 86.7 416 
 
Viscosity 
With a high correlation between viscosity and surface tension, 2-factor modification is 
required to modify one property with the other one remains relatively constant (change less than 
10%). The reason why glycerol has two times higher viscosity compare to EG is due to its 
Figure 13. One factor viscosity modification. 
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additional hydroxy group. This group can behave as a hydrogen bond donor, generating one 
more hydrogen bond, which increases the intermolecular interaction, therefore, increase the 
viscosity. With increase numbers of hydrogen bonding, it requires higher energy to break those 
bonds to form new surfaces, which leads to surface tension increase.  
By adding Triton-X 45 (TX45) dissolved in DI water at 10% by weight, the hydrogen 
bonding chance from one GLY molecule to another GLY is reduced, and more hydrogen 
bonding is formed between GLY molecule and surfactant molecule. This reduces the surface 
tension as well as viscosity. This drawback can be overcome by GLY addition. However, 
considering more than 5% of GLY addition changed the dielectric constant show in Fig. 13, the 
GLY addition was capped at 5% by weight. Final GLY concentrations were set at 1, 2.5, and 5% 
by weight. The final formulation is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Ink formulation for viscosity modification (all in μL) 
Ink Ag 50% in DMSO TX45 DI-water GLY DMSO Total 
V1 250 0 16.8 4.2 164.8 416 
V2 250 8.4 8.4 8.3 157.7 416 
V3 250 16.8 0 20.8 145.2 416 
 
Dielectric Constant 
Since the viscosity of 30 and 40% silver formulated inks have relative constant viscosity 
(compare to 50 % silver by weight), the silver content level range was narrowed down between 
30 and 40%.  With an increase of silver particle concentration, the surface tension and viscosity 
were both increased, as shown in Fig. 14. In the multifactor modification surfactant and GLY 
were both used to keep surface tension and viscosity remain unchanged (less than 10% 
difference) while varies the dielectric constant. In the series of modifications, 0, 7.5, and 15 μL 
of Triton-X 102 (TX102) 10% water solution was used in the formulation process, 2 and 1 μL of 
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GLY was added to P1 and P2 formulation. The final concentrations for surfactants were 0, 4.2, 
and 8.3 mmol/L for P1, P2, and P3 ink, as indicated in Table. 3.  
Table 3. Ink formulation for viscosity modification (all in μL). 
Ink Ag 50% in DMSO TX102 DI-water GLY DMSO Total 
P1 240 0 15 2 159 416 
P2 280 7.5 7.5 1 120 416 
P3 320 15 0 0 81 416 
 
Tungsten Ink Characterization 
Droplet Impact 
Phase Identification 
The printing process contains four phases, as shown in Fig. 15. The first phase was before 
the droplet hits the substrate. Under the lower intensity of the electrical field, the droplet could be 
near the cycle when it falls from the nozzle. At the time that the droplet was close to the 
substrate, the bottom of the droplet could form a bump. With the increase of the electrical field, 
the shape of the droplet is thinner and longer. The second phase was from droplets in contact 
with the substrate until the time that the droplets form a rectangular for the first time. The center 
of the droplet could contact the substrate, and the contact area would expand to both sides of the 
droplet. Meanwhile, the height of the droplet would decrease. The top of the droplet would form 
a shape similar to a triangle. With time progresses, the center height of the droplet would 
Figure 14. One factor Dielectric Constant Modification. 
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decrease continuously, and the droplet would finally form a rectangular front-section-view. The 
contact angle between the droplet and the substrate would decrease from the maximum value to 
90 degrees. The third phase was from the end of the last frame to the droplet bounces to the 
highest point for the first time. At the end of the last frame, the rectangular situation, the velocity 
of the droplet is not equal to zero, so the fluidity of the droplets could result in that the center of 
the droplet could continue moving down, which makes the center of the droplet form a drop pit. 
After achieving the lowest point, the center of the droplet could bounce back and move up. The 
third phase ended at the time that the center of the droplet achieved the highest point for the first 
time. The contact angle decreased when the center moves down and increases with the droplet 
moving up. The diameter, however, increases at all time points. Phase four was after the droplet 
bounces back to the highest point, which starts at the end of phase three. In this phase, only the 
droplet would expand on the substrate, leading to an increase of the diameter and the decrease of 
the height and the decrease of the contact angle for both sides. A slight bounce or no bounce 
could be detected.  
Figure 15. Time evolution of the contact angle, the diameter and the height of 
the droplet in the printing process. 
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Fig. 15 presented the change of the parameters, including the diameter, the height, and 
the contact angle, based on the time. As can be seen, the diameter would increase dramatically in 
phase 2 and increase slightly in phase 3 and 4. The contact angle would decrease dramatically in 
phase 2 and decrease slightly in phase 3 and 4. The height of the droplet would decrease 
dramatically in phase 2 and increase with the bounce of the droplet. After achieving the max 
point, the height would decrease slowly with the expedition of the droplet in phase 4. 
Contact angle and wetting diameter 
The tungsten particle size impacted on the droplet wetting diameter significantly under 
the gravitational field only; it did not impact contact angles at this condition. In Fig. 16a, with the 
particle size increases, the wetting diameter increases. Commonly, larger particle processes 
higher kinetic energy, which can travel farther than small particles at phase 2. This phenomenon 
indicates that large particle print resulted in large dot or wider line width when printing dots or 
lines, respectively. It does not require denser droplet separation to form printed lines compare to 
smaller particle formulated ink. 
On the other hand, without the electric potential present, the total energy of the droplet 
remains constant, which results in constant surface energy across different particle size 
formulated inks. The contact angle represents surface tension and the surface energy difference 
between the droplet and substrate. Without different surface energy, no significantly different 
contact angle response to constant surface energy is possible. 
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The tungsten particle size impacted droplet wetting diameter at the end of phase 2 and the 
contact angle at the end of phase 3 (with the electric potential present). With the increase of 
particle size, between maximum dynamic expansion point and maximum rebounding point, ink 
droplets tended to expand more when the particle size was smaller, as shown in Fig. 16b. The 
expansion signified that small particle possesses extra mobility to flow tending for coffee ring 
effects; on the other hand, large particle tends to settle down, with less coffee ring effects. 
On the other aspect, at the end of phase 2, kinetic driven droplets expansion ceased, and 
surface energy and entropy-driven action dominate phase 3. With the same tungsten particle 
mass percentage across different particle size formulated ink, smaller particles formulate ink 
have greater numbers of particles dispersed in the droplet. It also provides larger total surface 
areas of particles compare to large size particle formulated ink. Under the assumption of the 
same charge density per area across all different sized tungsten particles, the total charge on the 
smaller particles would be greater than the charge on the large particles. This excess charge 
provides an increase of surface energy, therefore, a larger contact angle.  
Figure 16. Contact angle responses to different particle sizes at maximum rebounding 
and changes of droplet wetting diameters for different particle sizes: (a) without 
electrical field, and (b) with the electrical field. 
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Initial velocity  
The initial velocity of the droplet was greatly impacted by the particle size of the tungsten 
particle when the electric field is present. As shown in Fig. 17b. With a decrease in particle size, 
the impact velocity is increased. Similar to expansion, small particles formulated ink with large 
particle surface areas that electric charges can accumulate. The charge provided a large electric 
force-- the electric field acceleration force-- hence the high impact velocity. If the electric field is 
not present, the gravitational force was the only acceleration force. In Fig. 17a, with initial 
dropping height increased, the impact velocity increased. 
Phase Duration 
The particle size impacts the phase 2 duration significantly but not for phase 3. As shown 
in Fig. 18, the duration of phase 2 (T1) decreased with increases of particle size under both 
gravitational fields only and gravitational-electrical filed conditions. For phase 2 and phase 3 
duration (T2), T2 decreases when particle size increase without significant difference under 
Figure 17. Initial velocity of the droplet with different particle sizes (a) without and (b) with the 
electrical field. 
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gravitational filed only (in Fig. 18a), T2 does not have a linear relationship with particle size for 
the electrical condition in Fig. 18b. 
The particle size impacts the droplet height at both ends of phase 2 and phase 3, ending 
for both conditions. In Fig. 18a and b, both H1 and H2 are decreased when the particle size 
increased. Without electrical fields, small particle formulated ink droplets tend to rebound 
greatly, by approximate 2.5 times of H2 from the end of phase 2 to the end of phase 3. It was not 
shown on any other conditions, neither particle size variance nor field difference. This may be 
due to greater entropy possessed by smaller particle formulated ink and less field force 
(gravitational force only with no electric Lorentz force present). 
X-ray Attenuation Calibration 
Since the attenuation coefficient can vary based on materials and energies, a standard 
calibration for tungsten at experimental energy conditions would be acquired prior to any 
printing parts x-ray imaging process. With different materials, different electron density affects 
attenuation that higher electron density has a high attenuation coefficient, attenuation coefficient 
increases with lower x-ray energy level since low energy x-ray photon is affected by more types 
of interactions which reduce the transitions coefficient.  
Figure 18. Time period of phase II and III, and droplet height response to different 
particles at the end of phase II and III: (a) without and (b) with electrical field applied. 
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Data Process 
Bulk sheets of tungsten purchase from Eagle Alloys, Co. (Talbott, TN) were used as 
standard pure tungsten reference. A total of 8 layers of 50um thick tungsten sheets were stacked 
for x-ray images. 
To be specific, an x-ray image was taken using a tungsten lamped and copper targeted 
directional x-ray tube. The images were taken at 80 kV acceleration voltage, 800 μA lamp 
current, 400 ms exposure time. In the final data acquisition image, shown in Fig. 19, Each pixel 
intensity value was resulted from averaging 20 images’ grey value at the same location to reduce 
noise.  
For each number of layers, an 80 x 400-pixel swatch was selected. The average and 
standard deviation of the intensity value was calculated by MATLAB codes. For reference 
intensity value I0, a 400 x 80 swatch was selected in the upper section of Fig. 19 to calculate the 
average and standard deviation.   
Figure 19. Grayscale of bulk tungsten sheet as a function of its thickness. The inset is an x-ray 
radiography image of tungsten sheets with different layers. 
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In Fig. 19, the standard curve was matched exponential fitting model where the result is 
G=0.3632e-0.005d, where G was the calculated grayscale, and d was the thickness of tungsten 
sheets, respectively.   
Thickness Estimation 
With the tungsten standard curve, thickness estimation was performed with the printed 
tungsten pattern sample having 50 and 20 layers of printing. The intensity ratios are 
0.9700±0.0031 and 0.9913±0.0008, respectively, which are have an equivalent bulk thickness of 
12.5329 and 0.3.6071 μm, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 4.    PERFORMANCE AND OPTIMIZATION 
Weber number, Reynolds number, and Ohnesorge number are the three numbers 
describing the fluid dynamics of the inks. Weber number describes the breaking mode between 
the generated droplet and the ink mainstream. (Son et al. 2008) With the Weber number 
increased, the droplet size reduces. Small weber number results in bulk break into two relatively 
same sub-droplets while large weber number generates small parts around the main body. 
(Kadocsa, Tatschl, and Kristóf 2007) Ohnesorge number, defined as the square root of weber 
number dividend by the Reynold number, correlate the kinetic, viscous, and surface forces, 
describe the droplet tendency after jetted off the nozzle. The reciprocal of Ohnesorge number, Z 
number were defined as a convenience to categorize the droplet behavior in the ink-jet 
application. When Z number is less than one, it considered too viscous to print. It is still 
insufficiently energized for droplet generation until the Z number is less than 4. Typically, stable 
droplet generation happens when Z number is in the range between 4 to 10. Above 14, Z number 
indicates “satellites” droplet formation where the droplet breaks into parts after leaving the 
nozzle and is not able to combine into one body before deposit on the printing substrate. (Tekin, 
Smith, and Schubert 2008) Since the Z number, the reciprocal of Ohnesorge number contains 
information across kinetic, viscous, and surface tension perspective, it becomes more popular for 
researches to study and for ink developers to optimize. (Perelaer et al. 2009; Derby and Reis 
2003; Zhang et al. 2016)  
With the electric field involved, the electric properties of materials impact as well, 
especially dielectric constant, as known as relative permittivity. The droplet generation process is 
majorly driven by energy transformation that surface energy is overtaken by droplet mass weight 
potential energy. When the surface energy cannot support the weight of the ink liquid out of the 
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nozzle, the droplet breaks from the mainstream to form the droplet. This energy conservation 
theory is proposed and verified by Tate’s Law (Quincke 1868) and modified by Ozgur E. 
Yildirim et, cl. (Yildirim, Xu, and Basaran 2005) With electric potential applied between nozzle 
and printing substrate, the electrical potential also become a part of the energy that surface 
energy need to support before the formation of the droplet. (Fernández de la Mora 2007). With 
surface tension (also known as surface energy density) remains consistent, the energy portion 
provided by gravity potential is reduced, hence the mass or as well as the volume of the droplet. 
The parameter evaluating the impact of the electric field is dielectric constant also known as 
relative permittivity identified by Juan Fernández de la Mora where the electric potential of the 
droplet possess is identified as (Fernández de la Mora 2007) 
 20* * 4 *eletric rE Q V CV V a Vπε ε= = =   (4.1.1) 
According to Gaussian’s law, where Q is the charge, V is the applied voltage difference 
between nozzle and printing substrates, 0ε  is the absolute permittivity, rε is the relative 
permittivity, and the a is the radius of the droplet under the assumption that the droplet’s 
spherical shape profile. Then the energy conservation equation becomes  
gravity electric surface
E E E+ =
  (4.1.2) 
Where surface
E
 and gravity
E
 is the surface and gravity energy before and after the 
transformation when the electric field is present.  
In summary for e-jet printing, density, viscosity, and surface tension are key material 
properties that impact the droplet forming process as well as electric permittivity because of the 
electric energy plays importance during the droplet formation process. 
Beyond droplet formation, one of the other key processes to ensure good ink-jet printing 
quality is droplet impacts on the printing substrate. There are numerous studies focused on 
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droplet impacts on substrates(Šikalo et al. 2002; Aboud and Kietzig 2015; Heymann 1969; 
Josserand and Thoroddsen 2016; Pasandideh-Fard et al. 1996; Gatne, Jog, and Manglik 2009). 
Weber number (Šikalo et al. 2002; Josserand and Thoroddsen 2016; Pasandideh-Fard et al. 1996; 
Gatne, Jog, and Manglik 2009)and Reynold number (Šikalo et al. 2002; Josserand and 
Thoroddsen 2016; Pasandideh-Fard et al. 1996; Gatne, Jog, and Manglik 2009) appeared so 
frequently enough demonstrating the viscosity and surface tension do have importance in the 
impacting behaviors. The ink-jet printing primly preferred a simple droplet deposit (de Gans and 
Schubert 2003)without other complications such as partial or complete bouncing off and air 
bubble entrapment. (Lin et al. 2018) To ensure this goal, the wettability of the printing substrate 
is as important as ink material properties. Because with the hydrophobicity of printing substrate 
directly affects the likelihood of ink droplet contact along with the ink surface tension, which can 
be characterized by contact angle by the following equation (Owens and Wendt 1969):  
 cossv sl lvγ γ γ θ= +   (4.1.3) 
where θ  is the static contact angle, 
svγ  is the solid/vapor surface free energy, 
slγ is the 
solid-liquid surface free energy, 
lvγ is the liquid/vapor surface free energy. Surface tension and 
surface free energy are the same concepts preferred to describe the surface of liquid and solid, 
respectively. Droplets tended to deposit when the contact angle is small. When encounter high 
contact angle surface, small weber number (high surface tension) is required preventing bubble 
entrapment and rebounding. If the ink liquid had a significantly high surface tension, high 
viscosity is also required to provide droplets deposition. (Lin et al. 2018) On the other 
perspective, the printing conditions impact the jetting process as well as the impacting process. 
(Aboud and Kietzig 2015; Mao, Kuhn, and Tran 1997) High impact velocity tends to result in 
rebounding when the contact angle is high between impacting surface and ink liquid, (Mao, 
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Kuhn, and Tran 1997) smaller nozzle with reduced weber number deliver good deposit 
preventing the situation of rebounding or splashing. (Aboud and Kietzig 2015; Lin et al. 2018)  
  
Silver Ink Printing Performance and Optimization 
The printing process can be separated into two processes: droplet generation process and 
droplet impact process. Under the assumption that the ink liquid is a viscoelastic and 
uncompressible body, Navier–Stokes equation (NS equation) (4.1.4) can be used to governing 
both processes. 
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 (4.1.4) 
Where V is the volume of the droplet, Volt is voltage applies, and STD is the distance 
between the nozzle and the substrate. With formulated ink formulations, printing performances 
were evaluated within multiple perspectives: printing parameter perspective and materials 
properties perspective. There are many printing parameters impacting printing performance in 
three aspects: geometry, motion, and physics. The geometry parameter includes inner nozzle 
diameter, nozzle tip to substrate distance. The motion parameter is substrate moving speed in x-, 
y-, and z-direction, and waiting time. The physics parameter can be categorized into two 
sections, pressure and electrical. The electrical section includes voltage signal shape, amplitude, 
frequency, duty ratio. In this study, it focused on the printing performance due to impacts of the 
electrical parameters, and materials properties, fluid surface tension, viscosity, and dielectric 
constant of ink formulation to be more specific. 
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Silver Ink Printing Parameter Impacts on Printing  
 
Three main features of voltage signals are evaluated to study the impacts on printing 
performance; they are voltage (short for active charging voltage), frequency, and duty ratio, 
which is the ratio between de-charge time and cycle time.  
Figure 20.  Terminologies of voltage signals 
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Voltage 
Voltage played an important role in the printing process. When the droplet was 
generated, the gravity and electric force were overcome the viscosity and surface tension to form 
a new surface, indicating by droplet breaking up with mainstream according to the NS equation.  
As shown in Fig. 21, the printed dot size increased when the voltage was increased. 
Starting from 1200V to 1400 V, the diameter of the printing dots showed no significant 
difference in size. External charge tends to attach on boundaries between two materials, and 
silver nanoparticle surface tends to be charged negatively. When reached maximum charging 
capacity, excess charge provided by voltage would be looking for the next type of surface, which 
is the liquid-air surface. This reduced the surface tension, so the size of the liquid cannot be 
continuously increased hen the plateau at 1200 to 1400 V. 
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Figure 21. Printed dot diameter changes regarding to voltage changes for ink V2. 
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Frequency  
 
The frequency of the signal signified the speed of switching the polarity of the voltage 
supply. With high frequency, ink liquid tended not to flow due to the viscosity, which showed 
small printing dot diameter indication low droplet volume shown in Fig. 22. With a power 
regression analysis, the power value of 0.08, indicating the performance changes were less 
correlated with frequency change. However, if the frequency was low enough, there were 
multiple droplets generated and deposited onto the substrate in a signal cycle period shown in 
Fig. 23. To eliminate the diameter/ width of the printed dots/lines increases cause by droplet 
overlapping, printing speed can be increased accordingly. If all cases are form lines instead of 
dots, the line width can also be used to evaluate since the line length would be constant since the 
frequency and the plotting speed remains unchanged.   
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Figure 22. Printed dot diameter changes regarding to frequency for ink V2. 
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Duty Ratio 
The duty ratio describes the ratio positive (volts higher than zero) charging time and the 
total cycle time. In the silver ink printing case, the active droplet generation voltage is the high 
voltage lower than zero. (Fig. 21). 
As shown in Fig. 24, when the duty ratio increased, the diameter of the printed dots 
reduced, indicating that there was less charging time for the ink fluid to be energized. It reduced 
the kinetic energy transferred into the ink liquid that led to a reduction of the droplet size hence 
Figure 23. Multiple droplets in a signal cycle period (dot start to merge from left to right). 
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Figure 24.  Printed dot diameter changes regarding to Duty Ratio for ink V2. 
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the small printed dot diameter. With power analysis, the factor 0.573 is at least four-fold of the 
frequency factor -0.08, showing stronger coloration with printing performance.  
Silver Ink Materials Properties Impacts on Printing 
Surface Tension 
 
Surface tension impacts the printed pattern size most significantly. As shown in Fig. 25, 
with a different ratio combination of Triton-X 45 and Triton-X 405, ink surface tension can be 
reduced from 41.9, 36, to 29.6 mN/m. With lower surface tension, the surface energy density is 
reduced. With the same electric energy input, the total energy required remains constant, which 
requires a large surface area. This leads to droplet volume. Mathematically speaking, surface 
energy is the cross product of surface tension and surface area. With low surface tension, the 
surface area needs to increase to maintain the consistency of the right side of the NS equation, 
which indicates a large droplet volume, therefore the large printing dots size. Across S1, S2, and 
S3 samples, the viscosity is decreased. However, within experiments carried with ink 
formulation V1, V2, and V3, increases of viscosity lead to an increase of printed dot size. This 
eliminates the viscosity impact on S1, S2, and S3 experiment.  
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Figure 25. PAA coated silver printing impacts on surface tension of ink. fluid. 
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Viscosity 
Viscosity also impacts printed pattern size significantly. As shown in Fig. 26, with the 1, 
1.5, and 2 percent by weight addition of glycerol, the modified silver ink with 5.03, 5.36, 6.08 
mPa*s dynamic viscosity at 2000 (1/s) resulted in 17.2±2.82, 34.96±2.91, and 53.92±7.69 μm 
respectively. To balance the increase of the viscosity term in the NS equation, gravitational and 
electric force terms need to be increased, which leads to larger volume or large effective droplet 
radius. The increase of droplet volume indicated a large pattern size printed. Physically, 
increases viscosity increase the resistance of the flow motion, which required higher electric or 
gravitational force to overcome the surface energy resulting in large droplet generation. 
Dielectric Constant  
Dielectric constant, as known as relative permittivity, is one of the most impactful 
properties. As shown in Fig. 27, with the same printing parameters, an increase of dielectric 
constant from 1493 to 3721 to 9250 result in a printing dot diameter decrease of 16.24, 14.43, 
and 7.7 μm respectfully. According to the Navier-Stokes equation, when dielectric constant 
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Figure 26. PAA coated silver printing impacts on Viscosity of ink fluid. 
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increases, it results in a droplet effective diameter decrease, which leads to a reduction of the 
droplet volume or mass, which finally reduces the diameter of the printed dots. High dielectric 
constant ink fluid experiences high electric force, which requires less droplet mass to supply 
surface tension energy to form new surfaces that result in detaching from the main ink fluid 
stream leads to droplet formation.  
Silver Multilayer Printing 
The ability to build thickness on the z-axis is a key functionality for silver nanoparticle 
ink due to considerations from multiple perspectives. Thicker printed silver line reduces electric 
resistivity per unit length, can improve mechanical performance increasing reliability when 
deformed on soft substrate. Multilayer printing can also reduce the defect rates, increase 
production line reliability, accelerate the production readiness speed.  
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Figure 27. PAA coated silver printing impacts on dielectric constant of ink fluid. 
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Layer Stacking Width 
When multilayer coatings are printed without any curing time, silver nanoparticle inks 
may experience stacking challenges. When the droplet printed in the previous time has not 
started to dry, the next print droplet has already deposited. In this circumstance, two droplets wet 
larger substrate surface, which leads to bulging or unpredictable line width. On the other 
perspective, when printing circuits, two parallel printed silver wire should not contact each other 
forming shorts. The distance between the two lines must be designed larger than the width of the 
line width in order to avoid contact.  
In Fig. 28, the width of the multilayer printed silver increased dramatically at the range 
between 2 to 20 layers when the printing plot speed was set at 2 mm/s. When printing more than 
20 layers, the speed of width increases starts to decrease. It suggested that when printing more 
than 20 layers, most of the droplets deposited afterward would remain on top of the printed lines, 
reducing the chance of wetting more substrate surface. With a safety factor of 1.2, PAA coated 
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Figure 28. Line width Vs numbers of layer printed silver ink. 
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silver nanoparticle ink formulation studied in this research can print circuits with minimum line 
separation of 72 μm.  
Layer Stacking Height 
The most important reason for multilayer printing is to build height. In this study, two 
factors impact the line heights of printed silver lines were focused on: printing layer and printing 
plotting speed. In theory, with more layers of printing, or with lower plotting speed, the height 
increase. Here multilayer printing experiments were performed from 2 to 20 layers of printing 
with 2, 5, and 10 mm/s plotting speed. After printing the samples’ heights were measured by a 
confocal laser microscope (experiment performed curtesy from Rebecca Mort), all measurement 
has 3 duplicate samples, and each sample contains 10 individual profile measurements.  
It was shown in Fig. 29, the line height increased when the printed layer increases. When 
the plotting speed reduced, the light height increased as well. Comparing within the same speed 
at 2 mm/s, four-layer print can build height as 5.72 ± 0.93 μm while 20-layer printing can reach 
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Figure 29. Line heights vs printing layers with different plotting 
speed. 
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9.07 ± 0.44 μm of height. Compared to 8 layers of printing, 2, 5 and 10 mm/s plotting speed can 
print a silver line with 6.97±1.04, 4.83± 0.66, and 2.22± 0.61 μm in height, respectively.   
Silver Multilayer Printing Stacking Height Efficiency 
To further evaluate the silver line print stacking ability stacking height efficiency has 
been calculated and analyzed. The stacking height efficiency is defined as the average height 
increase of each layer of printing. With higher stacking efficiency, it requires a smaller number 
of layer printing to reach designated heights.  
To better evaluate the data, all data have been normalized base on 2 layers of printing at 2 
mm/s plotting speed shown in Fig. 30. With more layers of printing and a higher plotting speed, 
the effective stacking height decreased. It suggested that for high stacking efficiency, it 
recommend printing fewer layers at a lower speed.  
Silver Dot Printing and Circuit Printing  
In order to evaluate the printing stability and reliability of silver ink formulation, several 
printings were performed, including dot patterns, lines, and circuits. The evaluation included size 
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distributions of the printed dots, the height of the lines, and the conductivity tests. In Fig. 31a, 
with 260 μm inner nozzle diameter, 260 μm stand-off distance, 300 V DC voltage supply, dot 
size can be controlled at 12.5±1.16 μm with equivalent 9% error. Compared with AC voltage 
signals, the DC voltage supply provides less control of the electrical energy delivery, which 
reduces the reliability of the energy supply. With a 9 % error using DC supply, it indicated fewer 
errors if printed using AC signals. In Fig. 31b, a circuit designed for strain gauge were printed in 
2 layers on the glass substrate; conductivity tests were performed on multiple randomly picked 
located shown no shorts and not breaks, indicating -layer printing can provide reliable printed 
circuits for electric conduction. In Fig. 31c and d, specially designed patterns were printed in the 
form of lines to evaluate the printing reliability of different plotting directions and 90-degree 
overlaying. The confocal laser scanning heat map in Fig. 31e and f showed reliable height 
distributions on all lines with different plotting directions and minimal height stacking when 
printing lines cross at 90 degrees.  
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Figure 31 PAA coated silver ink printed a), dots, b) sensor circuits, and c and d) lines, 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
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Tungsten Ink Printing Performance and Optimization 
Tungsten Ink Printing Parameter Voltage Impacts on Performance 
The mechanism of the e-jet printing process was extremely complicated and difficult to 
control due to the fact that numerous variables are coupled with each other for the printing 
process. (Wei et al. 2014a) Presented in this work, the control of needle dimension, stand-off 
distance, voltage amplitude, frequency, pulse width, and plotting speed all affect the printing 
quality of designed patterns. Different from thermal/acoustic pressure-driven ink-jet printing. 
(Sirringhaus et al. 2000) EHD ink-jet printing utilizes high voltages to drive the metal ink droplet 
formation, using the electrical force working at the Tayler cone mode in order to achieve higher 
resolution. The changes in voltage modalities play a significant role in printed patterns 
morphology, especially the dimensions of the features. Fig. 32a shows a variation of tungsten 
dots printed at different printing voltages. An explicit size decrease can be observed with the 
reduction of voltage. With higher voltage, a large electric field force was applied to the droplet, 
Figure 32. Printed tungsten dots with e-jet printing in different voltages. (a) optical 
microscope image, (b) dots area as a function of printing voltage. 
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resulting in the jet being ejected and printed onto the substrate. As the curve is shown in Fig. 
32b, higher voltage yielded dots with a larger size. The trend was fit linearly with the equation S 
= -0.0011u2 + 3.1774u - 1247.1, where S is the dotted area in micrometer2, and u is the voltage 
in Volt, respectively. The area of the dot is determined by the volume of the droplet in e-jet 
printing, which indicates the gradual changes of droplet volume with altering voltage. Under 
constant needle diameter and stand-off distance, the accumulation of charges in Taloy cone 
increases with higher voltage, generating droplets which have increased volumes and higher 
speeds to the substrate. Dots with a larger size can also be printed. With a ~30μm diameter 
needle, a small size dot with diameter ~10μm can be printed, which serves as the prior control of 
e-jet printing by high voltage. (Han and Dong 2018b) 
Tungsten Ink Printing Parameter Frequency and Duty Ratio Impacts on Performance 
The morphology of printed patterns is closely related to the printing parameters. Instead 
of using direct current (DC) voltage(Zou et al. 2019) between electrode and needle, which could 
generate many single-size dots, an amplified alternating current (AC) with variable voltage, 
Figure 33. Optical microscope images of tungsten dots under different (a) frequencies and 
(b) pulse widths of high voltage; Optical microscope images of tungsten shaped lines with 
(c) low and (d)large magnification. 
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frequency, and the pulse width was applied for printing in our study. Different parameters 
resulted in different dimensions of dots or lines. Fig. 33 shows optical images of printed tungsten 
dots under various frequencies and pulse widths. With high frequency, the increase in jetting 
frequency and spray speed leads to closer separations between two adjacent droplets and line 
coalescence. The distance between two contiguous dots changed from 100 μm at 5 Hz to 31 μm 
at 15 Hz. Further increasing the frequency produced the dots overlapping with the previous ones, 
which eventually resulted in coupled dots and wide lines, as shown in Fig. 33a. The duty ratio is 
the ratio of the pulse with and the cycle time. Duty ratio affects the electrical field force of the 
ink, such that the dots can be printed in different sizes, as shown in Fig. 33b. Since the tungsten 
ink preferred the positive charge, the increase of duty ratio increase the charge deposited on the 
ink droplet. The diameter of the dot decreases from 83 μm to 33 μm with a pulse width change 
from 60 ms to 10 ms. The dot sizes are much larger than those in Fig. 33a, since the pulse width 
of Fig. 33a was tens of microseconds. A high duty ratio resulted in a larger dot size. If the pulse 
width is too small, the nanoink could not come out from the needle due to the failure of nanolink 
forming the fine Taylor cone. With the selected parameters, group lines in patterns of excellent 
fidelity were acquired, as shown in Fig. 33c, and d. Because of AC voltage application, the 
droplet can be controlled precisely, which produces good patterns even in the turning corner. The 
line width is about 6.5 μm, shown in Fig. 33d, much smaller than the needle diameter 30μm. It is 
the result of rounded printing droplets generated by high voltage and optimized frequency (Ru, 
Luo, and Xie 2010) and speed (Phung, Kim, and Kwon 2017). However, there were still several 
imperfect dots at the cross-points of two lines since the inks did not dry immediately. The AC 
voltage used in EHD printing provided a convenient adjusting method for generating different 
sizes and morphology dots or lines. The capacity of printing patterns in Fig. 33a, and b. 
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X-ray Shielding Performance Evaluation  
The printed lines consist of tungsten nanoparticles. The presence of tungsten function as 
attenuation elements, but attenuation effects cannot be as good as bulk tungsten due to porosity 
existing in the printed structures occupied by unevaporated solvent and polymer additives. In this 
study, the printed tungsten pattern thickens on the semi micron level. X-ray images were 
captures to read out x-ray intensity form pixels on the sensitive x-ray detector. 50-layer and 20-
layer tungsten patterns were printed three times each. The thickness of each sample was 
measured by Focus Variation Microscopy (FVM) system using 3D scanning function 5 profiles 
lines were randomly picked for each scan to acquire height information. When capturing the x-
ray images, the acceleration voltage was set at 50 kV, considering a wide linear mass attenuation 
response(J. H. Hubbell+ and S. M. Seltzer 2004) and sufficient energy for high resolution (sub-
micron resolution) x-ray contrast. The bulk tungsten at the same thickness of the printed sample 
was calculated using the prediction curve in Fig. 19. In section 3.2.2.1, 50- and 20-layer printed 
tungsten patterns have an estimated equivalent bulk tungsten thickness as 12.53± 0.12 and 3.61± 
0.16 μm. However, the equivalent bulk thicknesses converted to grayscale are 0.4333 and 
0.3461. The suggest that bulk tungsten is about two times more efficient to block x-ray compare 
to printed tungsten.  
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CHAPTER 5.    CONCLUSION 
In this study, EHD printable ink formulations for dispersing nanosized and sub-micron 
sized tungsten particles were invented, PAA coated silver nanoparticle dispersion system for 
stable and reliable EHD ink-jet printing was modified and improved. Three inks were formulated 
using different sized tungsten particles with the same composition.  With the assistance of 
machine vision and high-speed image acquisition,  the impact behaviors of three inks on glass 
substrate were analyzed to predict ink fluid properties. A method was developed to precisely 
control the silver ink fluid surface tension, viscosity, and dielectric constant by optimizing the 
ink formulation with the assistance of glycerol and Triton-X surfactants. By conducting printing 
performance evaluation, increase active voltage level increased the droplet size, increase 
frequency decreased the droplet size mildly. For silver inks, increase the duty ratio decreases the 
droplet size while increase the tungsten droplet size since silver prefers negative charge while 
tungsten prefers positive. In order to evaluate x-ray attenuation efficiency, the intensity gradient 
was calibrated using bulk tungsten sheets. It standardized a calibration curve, converting sample 
intensity and blank intensity ratio to bulk tungsten thickness. Printed tungsten parts were imaged 
under the exposure of x-ray for attenuation evaluation followed up with stacking efficiency 
analysis discovered that stacking efficiency decreased with the printing layer increases.  
However, the job is far from finished. There are more studies to be continued to fully 
understand the physics behind the printing process, including droplet generation and droplet 
impacts. It may also be interesting to discover how silver nanoparticle behaves inside the droplet 
while been charged during the printing process. It is also important to simulate different 
materials properties impacting on the printing performance as well as x-ray absorbing 
performance.  
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